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Content, methodology and results of the study on the 

formation of readiness to future border guard officers to 

apply risk analysis methods 
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Abstract. The article reveals the content, methods and results of the study of the formation of 

readiness to future border guard officers to apply risk analysis methods. The essence of readiness for 

application of methods of risk analysis in operational and service activity, criteria and indicators are 

defined, levels and state of the formation are characterized. For effective formation of readiness of 

future frontier officers to apply risk analysis methods, pedagogical conditions have been 

substantiated and tested experimentally. Based on the research results, methodological 

recommendations have been developed for cadets, scientific and pedagogical staff. 

 

 

Keywords: readiness, risk analysis methods, border guard officer, pedagogical conditions. 

 

 

 

1. Introduction. The development of the State Border Guard Service of Ukraine (SBGSU) as a 

special-purpose law enforcement agency envisages the development of joint personnel training 

programs, the implementation of an integrated education system involving teachers and instructors 

from NATO and EU member states, and the formation of a new security culture based on expert 

assessment of risks and potential threats. This actualizes the need for training of highly qualified 

officers who know the features of information and analytical support of operational and service 

activities, risk analysis methodology in the State Border Guard Service of Ukraine, the order of 

identification of risks and threats, are able to carry out risk analysis in the field of state border 

protection, apply risk management systems in the State Border Guard Service and on the basis of this 

to make reasonable and effective managerial and professional decisions to protect the state border. 

Therefore, the border guard officer must have special knowledge, skills and professionally important 

mailto:zetta2307@gmail.com
mailto:didenko.alexandr69@gmail.com
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qualities that make up the content of professional readiness to apply risk analysis methods in 

operational and service activities. 

 

 

2. Analysis of the last research and publications. The problem of training future border guard 

officers for professional activities, including informational and analytical work, is the subject of 

interest of many scientists. The works of A. Halimov, D. Ishchenko, V. Miroshnichenko, 

B. Alekseenko, A. Stavytsky discuss various aspects of the formation and development of 

professionally important qualities and professional competence of officers. The problem of risk and 

its calculations in the border control system were studied by О. Androshchuk, V. Нorodnov, 

S. Kashtelan, A. Kurashkevych, A. Maltsev, A. Makhniuk and others.  

O. Didenko, A. Balendr, A. Bilorus, A. Zabolotna and others are studying the problem of organizing 

the educational process in a higher military educational institution and the peculiarities of forming 

the readiness to future border officers for professional activity. Certain aspects of the theory and 

practice of using risk analysis methods are as well presented in the works of foreign scientists (J. 

Johnstone, D. McDowell, H. Mueller, D. Navrotsky, K. Skazhynska, M. Janicki). 

 

 

However, there is still no complex research on the problem of formation of professional readiness to 

future border officers to apply risk analysis methods in operational and service activities for today. 

The aim of the article is to reveal the content, methodology and results of the study of the formation 

of readiness to future border guard officers to apply risk analysis methods. 

 

 

3. Materials and methods. Theoretical, empirical and mathematical methods were applied in the 

process of the scientific research. Theoretical (retrospective and comparative analysis, synthesis, 

generalization, systematization of program and normative documents, scientific literature, 

educational and methodical documentation and professional training experience) are used to find out 

the state of the development of the research problem in pedagogical theory and practice, as well as to 

determine the content and structure of the basic concepts of the research and justification of 

pedagogical conditions for the formation of readiness to future border guard officers to use methods 

of risk analysis. Empirical methods (questionnaires, testing, interviews, conversations, pedagogical 

observation, and analysis of the results of training activities of officers) are used to specify the criteria, 

indicators and levels of formation of the above-mentioned readiness. The method of expert 

assessments is used to diagnose the state of formation of the specified readiness, to identify 

deficiencies in the learning process. The pedagogical experiment was used to test the hypothesis and 

effectiveness of pedagogical conditions for forming the readiness to future border guard officers to 

apply risk analysis methods in operational and service activities. Methods of mathematical statistics 

(Kolmogorov-Smirnov’s criterion and Pearson's criterion) are used for the analysis of the received 

data and for the establishment of quantitative dependences between the studied phenomena, processes 

and interpretation of the results of introduction of pedagogical conditions and methods of formation 

of readiness to future border guard officers for the application of methods of risk analysis in 

operational and service activity. 

 

 

4. The results and their discussion. According to the results of the analysis of scientific works on 

the research problem, it was found that they can be divided into several groups. First of all, these are 

studies where the methods of risk analysis are mathematically justified (B. Pascal, P. Fermat, 

G. Leibniz, J. Bernoulli, F. Galton, etc.); economic theories of risk are developed (A. Smith, J. Mill, 
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N. Senior, A. Marshall, A. Pigue, etc.), as well as works in which general provisions of risk 

gnoseology are disclosed.  

 

 

The second group of studies is the works of scientists where there are considered the issues of risk 

and its calculation in the system of management and risk-management (A. Fayol, M. McCarthy, 

T. Flynn, T. Bedford, R. Cook, etc.), of customs (S. Galko, P. Pashko, G. Kulik, B. Litovchenko, 

O. Vakulchyk, O. Komarov, E. Knyshek, etc.) and of border control (O. Androshchuk, V. Gorodnov, 

S. Kastelian, A. Kurashkevich, A. Maltsev, A. Makhniuk, O. Stavytsky, etc.). 

 

The third group includes works in which the issues of risk analysis readiness are considered in the 

context of the general training of the border guard officer for the professional activities (L. Balahur, 

Y. Demianuk, O. Safin, V. Ulich, Y. Tsarev, N. Chornousenko, etc.), as well as the formation of 

professional competence (A. Bilorus, O. Didenko, I. Novak, O. Torichny, etc.).  

 

It has been established that in modern conditions it is impossible for the personnel of state border 

protection bodies to perform border protection tasks without proper analytical activities and readiness 

to apply risk analysis methods (Instruction, 2010). Taking into account the scientific views on the 

category of readiness (Balendr, 2011, Diachenko, 1979, Storozhuk, 2010) and the specifics of 

operational and service activities of the border guard officers, their readiness for the use of methods 

of risk analysis in operational and service activities can be defined as a professionally important 

personal quality, which provides an appropriate level of application of methods of risk analysis in 

operational and service activities, covers the awareness of future specialists of the importance and 

role of this readiness for the effective solution of problems in operational and service activities, the 

system of knowledge, as well as the ability and skills to properly apply the risk analysis method in 

operational and service activities. 

 

Structurally, the readiness of future border guard officers to apply risk analysis methods in operational 

and service activities contains motivational-personal, cognitive-educational and operational-resulting 

components. The motivational-personal component characterizes the incentive aspect of readiness to 

apply risk analysis methods in operational and service activities. The cognitive-educational 

component covers the system of knowledge about the features of information and analytical support 

of operational and service activities of state border protection agencies. The operational-resulting 

component is revealed in the aggregate of skills for the proper application of risk analysis methods, 

which perfectly ensure the effective performance of state border protection tasks. 

 

Taking into account the results of studies performed by A. Balendr (2011), M. Karpushyna (2017), 

A. Mykhailyshyna (2002), A. Marchenko (2007) and others, it was found that the formation of future 

border guard officers’ readiness to use risk analysis methods can be assessed by three criteria and 

corresponding indicators, in particular, motivation, cognitive and activity (ability to generate ideas; 

ability to think critically; independence in solving complex problems; creative approach to solving 

complex problems of informational and analytical activity). The use of these criteria allows us to 

identify three levels of readiness for future border guards to be prepared to apply risk analysis methods 

(low, medium and optimal). 

 

 

With the use of this diagnostic apparatus in the period from February 2016 to September 2017 on the 

basis of Bohdan Khmelnytskyi National Academy of the State Border Guard Service of Ukraine 

(NASBGSU) there was conducted the ascertaining stage of the experiment. The results of the survey, 

observation, questionnaires, conversations with students and teachers, as well as the performance of 
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special tasks showed that future border guard officers are not sufficiently prepared to apply risks: 

only 17.20 % of cadets have an optimal level of readiness to use risk analysis methods. The majority 

of cadets are at an average level of 47.85 % and a low level of 34.95 %. This can be explained by the 

fact that the cadets are not sufficiently motivated to study risk issues; they do not always know how 

to develop a clear plan of action in a difficult or unusual situation, do not always know how to generate 

ideas and think quickly in the process of analytical activities on risk profiling. It is difficult for them 

to solve complex tasks on their own, to make decisions and predict the development of situations on 

the analysis of risks, to apply a creative approach to solving complex problems of information and 

analytical activities. This state of affairs has confirmed the need to organize the systematic work on 

the formation of risk readiness to future border guard officers.  

 

Taking into account the results of the analysis of scientific and pedagogical literature, in particular 

the provisions on the importance of motivation for the development of a person’s ability for creative 

analytical activity, the importance of knowledge as the basis for all the components of readiness, the 

presence of a problem situation as a condition for the emergence of creative thinking, as well as the 

importance of analytical thinking and creative approach to all the tasks, it has been established that 

the main pedagogical conditions for the formation of readiness for the use of methods of risk analysis 

in operational and service activities are the following: increasing the motivation to study and analyse 

border security risks; introduction of a special thematic course for in-depth study of the essence of an 

integrated risk analysis model; application of innovative forms and methods of training for mastering 

the skills and abilities of analytical and creative activity in making managerial decisions on the 

organization of state border protection.  

 

 

Experimental work to test the effectiveness of these pedagogical conditions was organized from 

October 2017 to May 2019 at the NASBGSU. 198 cadets of the Faculty of State Border Defence and 

Protection took part in the pedagogical experiment (the direction of training “Protection and Defence 

of State Border”), Faculty of Law Enforcement activity (training direction “Jurisprudence”), Faculty 

of Foreign Languages and the Humanities (specialty “Philology”), as well as 18 representatives of 

scientific and pedagogical staff of Bohdan Khmelnytskyi National Academy of the State Border 

Guard Service of Ukraine.  

 

 

From the organizational point of view, the method of introducing pedagogical conditions is a set of 

complex (systemic) pedagogical measures of influence on cadets in the process of gradual formation 

of their readiness to apply methods of risk analysis in operational and service activities. The formative 

stage of the pedagogical experiment included the introduction of pedagogical conditions and methods 

of forming readiness for risk analysis methods application. In particular, according to the first 

pedagogical condition, the focus was on increasing the motivation of future border guard officers to 

study and analyze border security risks. For this purpose, when teaching such educational disciplines 

as “Tactics of the Border Guard Service (management of the Border Guard Service)”, “Border 

Control (Organization of Border Control)” and a special seminar “Application of Risk Analysis 

Methods in the Operational-Service Activity of the Border Guard Service”, it was planned to update 

the value orientations of the cadets and explain the purpose of studying risk issues.  

 

 

According to the second condition, the knowledge of the cadets on risk issues was expanded with an 

additional special course. For this purpose, a special course was developed and conducted to train 

cadets for risk analysis – “Application of risk analysis methods in the operational performance of the 

SBGSU”, 100 hours. (3,3 credits). The components of the special course were mini-lectures, problem 
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and heuristic tasks for group discussion, examples of risk analysis and profiling, situation modelling, 

individual and group presentations. The special training programme included the training of future 

border guard officers in the application of risk analysis methods in operational and service activities, 

in-depth study of the essence of the integrated risk analysis model. The purpose of the special course 

was to provide cadets with knowledge about the risk analysis system in the State Border Guard 

Service of Ukraine, peculiarities of risk analysis methods application in operational and service 

activities.  

 

According to the third pedagogical condition, there was a wide use of active training methods to 

practice skills of analytical and creative activity to future border guard officers in making managerial 

decisions on the organization of the state border protection. In this case, it is taken into account that 

the specifics of performing the tasks of the professional activity of the border guard officer – the head 

of the border unit – is constantly associated with the analytical work and creative approach to all the 

matters. 

 

With this in mind, when studying certain topics in the academic disciplines “Tactics of the Border 

Guard Service (management of the Border Guard Service)”, “Border Control (Organization of Border 

Control)” and a special seminar “Application of risk analysis methods in the operational and service 

activities of the SBGSU”, problematic discussion of the application of risk analysis methods in 

operational and service activities was used. 

 

After the completion of the formative stage of the pedagogical experiment, a re-measurement of the 

formation of readiness for application of risk analysis methods in CG (control group ) and EG 

(experimental group ) cadets was made, the results of which are presented in Table 1. The table shows 

that EG mainly have optimum (38,24 %) and average (55,88 %) levels of formation of readiness for 

application of methods of risk analysis. The number of cadets with a low level is 5.88%. In CG 

26.53% and 50.0% of cadets have optimal and average level of readiness to use risk analysis methods, 

respectively. In this group, the number of individuals with low levels compared to the EG is much 

higher, at 23.47% (17.59% more than in the EG). This confirms the effectiveness of implementation 

of the proposed model and pedagogical conditions for the formation of readiness to use methods of 

risk analysis in operational and service activities. 

 

 

Table 1 

Comparative analysis of the formation of readiness for the use of methods of risk analysis to 

future border guard officers after the forming stage of the experiment  

(in %), n = 200 (CG – 98, EG – 102). 

Levels  Criteria  

Control group Experimental group 

The beginning 

of the experi-

ment 

The end of 

the experi-

ment. 

The 

beginning of 

the experi-

ment 

The end of 

the experi-

ment. 

Optimal 

Personal 

10 (10,20 %) 26 (26,53 %) 9 (8,82 %) 39 (38,24 %) 

Medium  33 (33,67 %) 49 (50,0 %) 32 (31,37 %) 57 (55,88 %) 

Low  55 (56,12 %) 23 (23,47 %) 61 (59,8 %) 6 (5,88 %) 

Optimal 

Cognitive 

9 (9,18 %) 25 (25,51 %) 8 (7,84 %) 38 (37,25 %) 

Medium 31 (31,63 %) 48 (48,98 %) 31 (30,4 %) 55 (53,92 %) 

Low 58 (59,18 %) 25 (25,51 %) 63 (61,76 %) 9 (8,82 %) 

Optimal Activity  8 (8,16 %) 21 (21,43 %) 7 (6,86 %) 37 (36,27 %) 
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Medium 29 (29,6 %) 47 (47,96 %) 30 (29,41 %) 53 (51,96 %) 

Low 61 (62,24 %) 30 (30,61 %) 65 (63,74 %) 12 (11,76 %) 

Medium 
Average 

value 

9 (9,18 %) 24 (24,49 %) 8 (7,84 %) 38 (37,25 %) 

Середній 31 (31,63 %) 48 (48,98 %) 31 (30,4 %) 55 (53,92 %) 

Low 58 (59,19 %) 26 (26,53 %) 63 (61,76 %) 9 (8,82 %) 

 

 

The statistical significance of the changes revealed as a result of the analysis in the level of readiness 

to apply risk analysis methods to future border guard officers of EG and CG is confirmed by the 

corresponding mathematical processing of the obtained data. Comparison of the results of the 

formation of readiness for the application of risk analysis methods in EG and CG of cadets using 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov’s criterion confirmed statistically significant differences in the distribution of 

these skills levels, since λkr ≥ λkr (1.63 ≥ 1.36) at the level of significance p ≤ 0 , 05. Thus, the 

efficiency of introducing pedagogical conditions for the formation of readiness to future border guard 

officers to use risk analysis methods in the process of professional training has been proved. 

Based on the results of the experimental work, methodical recommendations were developed for the 

scientific and pedagogical staff and cadets on the formation of readiness to use methods of risk 

analysis. It is recommended to use the provisions of a systematic, activity-oriented, personal-oriented 

and acmeological approach; to increase the motivation to future border guard officers to study and 

analyse border security risks; broaden cadets’ knowledge on risk issues using an additional special 

course, use active training methods to develop the analytical and creative skills of future border guard 

officers, etc. 

 

 

5. Conclusions and suggestions. Formation of readiness to future border guard officers to apply risk 

analysis methods in operational and service activities is possible under such pedagogical conditions: 

increasing the motivation to study and analyse border security risks; introduction of a special thematic 

course for in-depth study of the essence of an integrated risk analysis model; application of innovative 

forms and methods of training for mastering the skills and abilities of analytical and creative activity 

in making managerial decisions on the organization of the state border protection. 

 

The study has not covered all aspects of the problem. Further attention should be paid to the study of 

the potential of disciplines of the professional and practical cycle for the formation of cognitive-

educational and operational-resulting components of the readiness of future border guard officers to 

use risk analysis methods; peculiarities of the organization of self-education of cadets on the problems 

of risk application; development of analytical skills of border guard officers in the system of advanced 

training. 
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Abstract 

The paper demonstrates the way in which the Russian psychologist L.S.Vygotsky, who anticipates the 

paradigm of the curriculum, is perceived in the American cultural space. A representative of the 

sociocultural constructivism in education, L.S.Vygotsky is concerned with the problem of approaching 

the epistemic specificity of pedagogy as a specialized science in the study of education. The process 

through which pedagogy turns scientific can be confirmed according to three criteria: the research 

object, the normativity and the research methodology. The specific research object of L.S.Vygotsky’s 

psychological pedagogy is represented by the quality learning that pushes the development ahead, in 

the area of the proximal development, possible within a socio-cultural mediated training activity 

through the pedagogical scaffold created between educator and educated. The specific normativity 

asserted in the L.S.Vygotsky’s psychological pedagogy is based upon two complementary principles: 

the creation of the scaffold and the orientation of education at the area level of the proximal 

development. The research methodology refers to: the method of the qualitative structural analysis; 

the genetic method; the comparative method and the instrumental method. L.S.Vygotsky’s theory of 

socio-cultural constructivism has generated a revolution in pedagogy, exerting a strong influence in 

the US, in the field of the curriculum reconstruction, initiated by the psycho-pedagogue Jerome S. 

Bruner. The constructivist pedagogical model developed by L.S.Vygotsky who influenced the 

psychological theory of learning proposed by J.S.Bruner draws attention upon the need to capitalize 

on three ways of organizing the training – by action (with objects), iconic (by images), 

symbolic/verbal (by notions formed and developed). Despite the strongly ideologized era in which he 

created, the Russian educator managed to anticipate an important line of the postmodern 

(contemporary) pedagogy. 

 

Keywords: psychological pedagogy, sociocultural constructivism, scaffolding, area of the proximal 

development, normativity 

 

 1. Introduction 

From a historical viewpoint, the principle of perspective lines places the two representatives 

of the Russian psychological pedagogy, L.S.Vygotsky and P.I.Galperin, in the modern era. From an 

axiomatic view point, they anticipate the curriculum paradigm, to the extent that their influence on 

the basis of the postmodern (contemporary) American pedagogy developed since the 1960s by J.S. 

Bruner. 
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The direction of the psychological pedagogy launched and developed intensively and 

extensively by the two great Russian psychologists and educators was at the base of the curricular 

design model of the education practiced and promoted in the American cultural space. We aim to 

demonstrate how these educators have succeeded in anticipating an important line of postmodern 

(contemporary) pedagogy in the conditions in which they lived and created in an era full of 

shortcomings and strongly ideologized social orders. On this background one can also consider the 

contribution made by D. Elkonin, significant in the context of pre-primary and primary education, 

which valorizes, in curricular terms, the "psychology of the game". 

 

2. Content development 

Lev Simionovici Vygotsky (1896-1934) launched the cultural-historical theory of the psychic 

development, defining the connection between consciousness and language: Мышление и речь. 

(Thinking and language) 1934, Sketches of behavioral history, in collaboration with Soviet 

neurologist A.R. Luria, Психология искусства (Psychology of art) 1965. He founded a school of 

psychology with A.R. Luria, A.N. Leontiev and P.I.Zincenko. 

L.S.Vygotsky is a representative of the sociocultural constructivism in education, a distinct 

orientation, different from the structural-genetic psychological constructivism of J. Piaget, affirmed 

later, in the 1960s. The difference between the two currents lies in the understanding of the 

relationship between learning and development. At J.Piaget, the psychic development in stages (pre-

operative, concrete operational, formal, operational) determines the learning. At L.S.Vygotsky, the 

learning can anticipate the development if it is organized socio-culturally correctly, through special 

pedagogical relationships created between the adult (parents, educator, etc.) and the child, the 

preadolescent and the adolescent. 

The great Russian psychologist defines, promotes and supports, in this direction, two original 

notions that underlie his psychological pedagogy with a psycho-socio-cultural orientation: 

1) The scaffolding – defines the pedagogical relations between the educator and the educated, 

which must be created in a socio-cultural development-friendly environment, necessary to stimulate 

the development of the educated at the optimum level, in relation to its psycho-social resources, 

usable in the act of learning. 

2) The development proximal area – defines the area favorable to the optimal training and 

development of the educated by capitalizing on the learning resources, properly organized, at the level 

of the correlation ("scaffolding") between the educator – the educated, existing or created by an adult, 

in a socio-cultural environment favorable to education and the educated. 

In the plan of the pedagogical normativity, L.S.Vygotsky  also formulates the criterion of the 

use of language and interaction with the socio-cultural environment necessary in the act of learning. 

In this specially created environment, the child develops: 

a) due to the interaction with the adult, who is the bearer of values, ideals and attitudes;  

b) through language, with which the child explores and studies the world around him carefully, 

thus perfecting his tools of thought and learning. 

At the general pedagogical level, L.S.Vygotsky proposes or suggests a model of training 

activity based upon a psychological theory of learning that falls within the category of socio-cultural 

constructivism, different from the structural-genetic constructivism, promoted by Jean Piaget. 
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The theory of structural-genetic constructivism, promoted by Piaget, states that the 

development of cognitive structures of the personality of the educated (child, early school infant, pre-

adolescent, adolescent), in genetic, stage evolution (pre-operative, concrete operational, formal 

operational) determines the learning. 

 The theory of socio-cultural constructivism, promoted by L.S.Vygotsky, will generate a 

revolution in pedagogy, in the general didactics (and in the private didactics) under the conditions in 

which learning is achieved, through the mediation of the educating adult, in a socio-cultural context 

favorable to the positive formation of the educated (child, student), anticipated and optimally oriented 

– at the level of the training design, in the proximal development area. 

In this perspective, the psychological theory of learning proposed by L.S.Vygotsky in the 

1930s, will exert a strong influence in the US, in the field of curriculum reconstruction, initiated and 

developed by the great psycho-pedagogue Jerome S. Bruner who has been scientifically campaigning 

"for a (new) theory of training. "[ Bruner, J.S., 1970] In the aforementioned context, the specialized 

literature notes that under conditions of diachronic analysis and history," the American psychologist 

Jerome S. Bruner, strongly influenced by L.S.Vygotsky 's research, develops and applies his ideas in 

education", in training, in the reconstruction of the curriculum and at the educational process level. 

[Bruner, J.S., 1970, p. 112]. 

Within the paradigm of psychological pedagogy, L.S.Vygotsky calls for "the model of the 

socio-cultural structures of training", which capitalize "the cultural socio-genesis of training", using 

"the instrumental method" which "studies the child not only as a developed being, but also as an 

educable being". through "unitary alloy" between "natural psychological functions" (related to 

organic maturation) and "the higher psychological functions" (voluntary attention, logical memory, 

internal language, thinking / training of notions), with the higher pedagogical resources of 

continuous socio-cultural development. [Днепров, Э.Д., 2011, pp. 42-57]. 

The "pedagogical psychology" elaborated by L.S.Vygotsky has as a specific object of study 

"the essence of the cultural development which consists in the clash between the cultural forms of the 

behavior – the adult, as a real or potential educator – that the child encounters, and the primitive forms 

that characterize his or her own behavior" (as the educated). [Vîgotski, L.S., 1971, p. 137]. 

The specific normativity affirmed within the psychological pedagogy, promoted by 

L.S.Vygotsky  implies the following principles: 

a) the creation of the pedagogical "scaffolding" between the educator (adult) and the 

educated (child, elementary school infant), at the socio-cultural environment favorable to training 

and development, whereby the "child" (the educated) acquires the efficient mechanisms of thinking 

and learning" [Vîgotski, L.S., 1971]; 

b) the orientation of education/training/learning in the direction of the training-development 

of the educated at the level of "area of the proximal development" which represents "what the child 

(the educator) is capable of immediately acknowledge with the help of an adult" (the educator). 

[Vîgotski, L.S., 1971, p. 320]. 

The research methodology is specific to the psychological pedagogy, proposed by 

L.S.Vygotsky implies the following categories of methods, which involves respecting the normativity 

specific to the studied field: 

1) The method of the qualitative structural analysis highlights that in any research: 
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a) "one must start from the clarification of the notions, from the formulation of the basic 

problems" that allow the construction of "a new viewpoint on a limited number of already known 

data" [Vîgotski, L.S., 1971, pp. 12, 13]; 

b) one must observe the specificity of the object of study of the psychological pedagogy in 

which "the causal explanation – typical of the natural sciences – must be replaced by the teleological 

one", typical of the socio-human sciences. [Vîgotski, L.S., 1971, p. 21]; 

2) The genetic method. It highlights the fact that "the development of the higher forms of 

behavior (a.n. cognitive, but also non-cognitive, of the educated / child, the early school infant), a 

certain structure taken as a premise" of effective learning / training / education. 

3) The comparative method. It highlights the differences between the normal child, "which 

combines the two developmental plans, biological and cultural, and the abnormal child, which cannot 

ensure an agreement between the two developmental plans, with chronic negative effects "in the field 

of higher psychic forms and process learning and the acquisition of cultural models of cognitive and 

non-cognitive behavior. [Vîgotski, L.S., 1971, pp. 40-45]; 

4) The instrumental method. It highlights the "tools" or "intellectual techniques" (language, 

writing, calculus, notions, schemes, drawings, diagrams, maps, formulas) acquired by the child 

(educated) according to some purposes proposed by the educator (adult), "aimed at mastery of one's 

own or other people's behavioral processes". This basic method in the L.S.Vygotskyan psychological 

pedagogy, critically goes beyond the "natural endowment theory (Binet)", underlining the essential 

role of higher psychic functions "in the process of training and developing the educated (child, early 

years pupil, pupil). [Vîgotski, L.S., 1971, pp. 165-170]. 

The construction of the socio-cultural structures of the training, in the school context, but also 

in the extra-curricular context, requires the knowledge and capitalization of the relation between 

"thinking and language", an essential issue for the formation and management of the personality of 

the educated, which is the core of L.S.Vygotsky's scientific work, a fundamental research field by 

which the great Russian psychologist and educator became famous for in the USA and worldwide. 

(see L.S. Vîgotski, 1972, Psychological Works, vol. 2, Didactic and Pedagogical Publishing House, 

Bucharest). [Vîgotski, L.S., 1972]. 

L. S. Vîgotski analyzes the process of formation and development of the notions, which is so 

important in the training activities organized in the school context, but also in an extra-curricular 

context. 

"The formation of notions as a process", involves the completion of two stages that must be 

designed and valorised pedagogically in relation to the specific of each discipline and stages of 

education:  

a) the presentation of the material, object, facts, events, activities, etc. which must be defined 

at the conceptual level;  

b) assimilating the word "with the help of which the respective notion is born" or the respective 

concept. 

"The development of notions"/concepts during the educational process imply "three stages": 

a) the object stage, supported didactically by "images based upon the syncretism of perception 

or action" – at the educational process level this psychological stage is typical for the preschool stage; 
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b) the complex stage, taught didactically by "associating different objects with common 

names", promoted at the level of "potential notions" – at the educational process level this 

psychological stage is typical for the early school stage; 

c) the verbal stage, didactically supported by the "use of the word as a notion" – this step that 

is psychologically crossed at pre-adolescence age, will be used pedagogically throughout the middle 

and high school, in the university environment and in effective lifelong learning conditions. [Vîgotski, 

L.S., 1972, pp. 98-153] apud Sorin Cristea. [Cristea, Sorin, 2005, p. 54; Eşi, 2014, ] 

 

3. Conclusions and sugestions 

The constructivist pedagogical model, developed by L.S.Vygotsky (in the 1930s), will 

decisively influence the psychological theory of learning, proposed by J. S. Bruner, which underlies 

the reconstruction of the curriculum in the U.S. in the years 1960-1970, with echoes to date, a theory 

with major pedagogical impact, which draws attention to the need to capitalize on three gradual ways 

of organizing the training – by action (with objects), iconic (by images), symbolic / verbal ( through 

notions formed and developed) – dependent upon the age of the students, upon the stage reached by 

them in training and upon the particularities of each stage and education disciplines [Bruner, J.S., 

1970; Eşi, 2010]. 

The acquisition of scientific notions in the activity of school (and extracurricular) training 

implies two types of learning:  

a) passive, through reproductive memory;  

b) active, through "direct action upon the notion" with the help of thinking; 

c) The orientation of the pupils' training in a positive sense (depending on the quality of the 

training objectives, designed by the educators, at all levels of the education system) requires, at the 

level of pedagogical normativity:  

c1) learning the notions "based on the major effort of the whole activism of thought" (see all 

the fundamental and instrumental operations of thinking as a superior logical/rational/intellectual 

cognitive process);  

c2) the "development of spontaneous and scientific notions" at the level of "processes closely 

related to the student", reflected by the didactic principle of the interdependence between intuitive – 

logical knowledge, necessary in effective learning, within the specific framework of each training 

activity;  

c3) capitalizing on learning at school age (early but also medium and high) as a "decisive 

moment that determines the whole destiny of the intellectual development of the child(the student)". 

[Vîgotski, L.S., 1972, pp. 165-167]. 

Pedagogically, L.S.Vygotsky notes, highlights and emphasizes that not every learning activity, 

in general, the "learning the scientific notions", in particular, is positive, with a positive impact upon 

the cognitive (but also non-cognitive) development of the pupils. Valuable and important 

pedagogically is "only that type of learning that pushes the development ahead". Its curricular (but 

also extracurricular) accomplishment training requires, in the normative plan, the construction of the 

optimum educator – educated "scaffolding", in a socio-cultural context which is favorable to the 

positive formation of the educated one, which correctly guides the action of learning in the area of 

the next development. Only in this way can the higher prospective vocation of education as an activity 
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of formation and development of the personality of the educated person (child, student, etc.) be 

confirmed [Cristea, Sorin, 2005, pp. 56-57]. 

In the elaboration of our research we considered the sources cited, important for their 

informational and methodological value. For a deep understanding of the ideas, phenomena and 

historical-pedagogical processes, we can also refer to the article which outlines the general historical 

framework, with reference to the history of education in Russia and to the evolution of the 

pedagogical thinking in Russia. 
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Abstract 

The present study sets up to investigate possible changes in the manner of manifesting violence 

involving middle school and high school students in Suceava county. Taking into consideration the 

tremendous impact of social networks on establishing means of communication and of free time, it is 

inevitable for the cybernetic environment to be a place where certain forms of violence can manifest 

themselves. By applying a questionnaire adapted by A.N.Grigore (2016) and used on the Romanian 

school population, we have proposed to investigate the incidence of the cyberbullying phenomenon 

in middle schools and high schools from Suceava county. Once finished, the study confirms 

cyberbullying isn’t a pseudo phenomenon, which justifies the need for nonformal education and 

school counselling programs to take into cyberbullying into account, as a form of violence in which 

students might be involved.   

 

Key words:  cyberbullying, violence, online environment 

 

 

1.Introduction  

The development of new technologies has led to a spectacular increase in possibilities of interacting 

with other people, regardless of geographical distance. Apart from advantages one could have 

scarcely imagined several years back, these new forms of communication are accompanied by 

potential risks. The new means of socialising in which young people are involved have also led to the 

appearance of new forms of manifesting conflicts. Recent research shows that students are involved 

in new forms of violence through the use of electronic devices and the internet, manifesting 

themselves through intimidation, harassment and other forms of aggression. Cyberbullying is a term 

used by experts to define these new forms of violence produced in a virtual environment. N. Willard 

(2005) affirms that what is specific for cyberbullying is “to be mean to another person by sending or 

publishing damaging material or by involving oneself in other forms of social aggression using the 

internet or other types of digital technologies” (Călin, F.M, 2016, p.271). 

 

2. The theoretical context of the researched problem  

A.N.Grigore (2015) distinguishes the following forms of violence that are produced by means of 

electronic devices and of the internet:  

- Repeated sending by a certain person of offensive or vulgar messages, through e-mail or any other 

type of text messaging;  
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- Virtual stalking which includes threats or excessively intimidating messages; 

- Vilification by sending malicious, untrue news about a certain person, or the posting of materials 

online that can lead to the damaging of someone’s image;  

- Sending or posting of material that contain personal or embarrassing information, including the 

redirecting of private messages to strangers;  

- Brutal exclusion of a person from an online group.  

Another form of cyberbullying with a very great social impact is known as“happy slapping”.   The 

“happy slapping” phenomenon is described as an unexpected attack on a victim while the aggressor’s 

friend films what is happening, in order to later distribute the video or to view it repeatedly. The fact 

that there are two aggressors working together make the victim feel even more damaged (Călin, F.M., 

2016, p.273). Moreover, the unexpected attack of the aggression makes the victim think that it can 

happen at any time.  

One of the first studies undergone in order to explore the degree of incidence for cybernetic violence 

throughout the year 2000 in New Hamsphire shows that 6% of the youth interviewed have been 

victims of online aggression. In Canada, the percentage of people receiving threatening message 

online has reached 25%. The same percentage can be found in Great Britain, within the 11-19 age 

group.  

Online safety has become a concern for Romanian experts, considering that most children use at least 

one social network. According to Romania’s Save the Children Organization, 45% of children claim 

they have been emotionally affected or offended online. At the same time, 22% admit they have 

viewed or received messages of a sexual nature, 42% of these affirming they have been personally 

sent a message or image with explicit content, 8% declare they have been asked to speak about sexual 

acts and 5% say they have been requested a picture or video where they show their private parts (Save 

the Children Romania. Research report: Study on the use of the Internet in the family, 2015). 

Studies in this domain show that violence through the means of electronic devices has certain 

particularities that differentiate it from traditional forms of violence. Thus, in electronic violence, it 

is practically impossible for the victim to prevent and distance themselves from these attacks. Another 

aspect particular to this form of violence is linked to the extremely large audience forming the 

witnesses to the aggression, as well as the invisibility or anonymity of the aggressor (Cristea, M., 

2013, p. 83). The indirect form of aggression makes it impossible, most of the times, for its author to 

be penalised, and, since the author isn’t in direct contact with the victim, he most of the times labels 

these acts as harmless. The “anonymous” character of online violence creates a protective curtain 

around the aggressor. According to a study published in 2011, in Canada 21% of young people who 

were victims of cyberbullying declared they never knew the identity of their virtual aggressor (apud. 

Drăgulinescu, A., 2018, p.27; Eşi, 2014). Unlike the school yard aggressor, who one can recognise 

and avoid, the online aggression can seldom be identified and avoided, placing the victim in a state 

of anxiety and stress.  

Studies show that most instigators of certain forms of cyberbullying have taken part in the aggression 

for the fun of it and not to prove their power in front of their colleagues. Many instigators hold the 

impression that virtual aggression is a behaviour everyone is involved in and that what takes place in 

the online world is a game consented to by both parties, lacking in consequences.  

While it may appear harmless, any participation in acts of cyberbullying has damaging effects for 

students. Victims of online violence tend to have, just as victims of physical bullying, lower self-
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esteem, feelings of loneliness, disillusion, lack of trust in people. These emotional problems can lead 

to educational difficulties.   

 

3. Research methodology  

The current study wishes to investigate possible changes in the manner of manifesting violence 

involving middle school and high school students from Suceava county. Taking into account the 

tremendous impact of social networks in establishing means of communication and of spending free 

time, it is likely that the cybernetic environment might be a place where certain forms of violence 

manifest themselves. 

The study objectives target:  

- Comparing the opinions of students from middle school and highschool regarding the 

frequency in the school place of direct and online violence;  

- Assessing the role that the students’ background and home environment might have on the 

frequency of the investigated forms of violence; 

- Assessing the impact of the role the biological gender has in establishing the frequency of 

direct and online forms of violence from the perspective of the aggressor, the victim and the 

witnesses. 

- Comparing results obtained from the studied group with those obtained from other 

geographical areas in studies that use similar research methodologies. 

The hypotheses targeted were the following:  

Hypothesis 1 : There are differences in the perception of forms of bullying and cyberbullying, 

depending on the level of education the students attend; 

Hypothesis 2: There are differences in the way violence is manifested, depending on the students’ 

background;  

Hypothesis 3: There are differences in the perception of the frequency of bullying and cyberbullying 

forms, depending on the place where the school is;  

Hypothesis 4: Biological gender influences the manner in which students assess the frequency of 

online violence, from the perspective of aggressor, victim and witnesses;  

Hypothesis 5: There is a great probability that students involved in face-to-face aggression might also 

initiate different forms of online violence.  

 

The research methodology consists of an investigation through the means of a questionnaire. The 

questionnaire was adapted by A.N.Grigore (2016) and contains 44 items meant to examine the 

frequency of certain forms of  bullying and cyberbullying, from the perspective of the victim, 

aggressor and witness in the two situations. This tool will be applied to a sample of 425 middle school 

students and high school students (students from the 7th and 10th grade).  

 

Results and discussions  

As far as victimising students in the virtual environment is concerned, the percentage data are 

significant from the perspective of preventive measures. According to the data obtained, 25,6% of 

students have declared they have received offensive messages once or twice in the past year, and 

13,4% – several times in the past school year. Also, 15% of students admit to receiving threatening 

and intimidating messages once or twice and 7,5% say they have been threatened several times in the 
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past school year. A worrying number of students declare they were contacted by persons pretending 

to be somebody else. Almost 25% of the students undergoing this study claimed they were confronted 

by impostors on social networks at least once and 9,9% say they were contacted several times in the 

past school year, by persons using false identities. The students have also admitted they were in the 

situation of having personal and sensitive information leaked through the distribution of private 

messages.  

 

Using test T for the independent samples, we were able to identify significant statistical differences 

up to a p<0.05 threshold, between the averages obtained by middle school students and those of high 

school students, from the perspective of victim and aggressor in acts of online violence. High school 

students (MD= 3.45) signal more often that they have been victims of online harassment than middle 

school students (MD=2.56). Also, high school students admit they have involved themselves as 

instigators/ aggressors (MD=1.67) in cybernetic violence more readily than middle school students 

(MD=1.28). The same statistical application has allowed us to determine that the frequency of forms 

of bullying and cyberbullying in schools from the urban areas is more common than in schools from 

the rural areas, both from the perspective of victimizing students, as well as that of witness to the two 

forms of violence.  

The comparison between environments, as well as the analysis of the Lavene test, indicates a higher 

frequency of boys acting as aggressors in different forms of traditional violence, as well as in online 

aggressions. These data confirm previous findings which show that there are no differences between 

boys and girls as far as online victimization is concerned, as well as the higher incidence of boys 

when it comes to initiating these types of violence (Grigore, A.N., 2016, Călin, F.M., 2016). 

 

The application of the Pearson correlation test indicates moderate ties, significant from a statistical 

standpoint, between the following scales: bullying aggressor – cyberbullying aggressor, bullying 

victim- cyberbullying victim, bullying witness –cyberbullying witness. This aspect indicates the 

following: 42% of students, victims of direct aggression were also victim of online harassment; 44,9% 

of traditional aggressors were also involved in online harassment; 51,2% of those declaring they have 

been present at different forms of bullying have also claimed to have heard that certain classmates 

were victimised in an online environment. The synthesis of research on role dynamics in bullying and 

cyberbullying shows that these forms of harassment coexist among students (Grigore, A.N., 2016). 

 

Conclusions  

This research confirms that cyberbullying is not a pseudophenomenon. The numbers indicating the 

frequency of these forms of violence among children and young people are relevant to the importance 

of educational programs targeting prevention of student victimization. The lack of abilities as far as 

managing an unpleasant situation the students might be confronted with online stresses the need to 

instruct them at home and at school concerning the risks and limits of socializing in a virtual 

environment, similar to the way in which children are taught to draw attention to abuse which might 

appear during face-to-face interactions.   

 

Student counselling programs for the prevention of victimisation in an online environment can target 

objectives such as:  
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- Identifying conducts exposing students to the posture of “victim” or “latent victim”;  

- Identifying multiple means in which children and young people can be harmed in an online 

environment;  

- Awareness of ways of revealing personal identity in accordance with the right to privacy and 

dignity;  

- Stressing the importance of civilized forms of expression online, respecting the  principles of 

assertiveness. 

- Informing students about security measures form modern technological means of 

communication.  

 

But what must not be forgotten is that an important factor to the development of resilience in that face 

of this violence is the quality of communication between parent-child, as well as a positive 

relationship with classmates and teachers. 
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Abstract 

The analysis of the concept of “self-disclosure” and implicitly, of the benefits it has upon the 

psychological and social dimension, reveals from an epistemic viewpoint the need for a theoretical 

and practical foundation well outlined from a scientific viewpoint. Thus, a comparative study at the 

theoretical level, but also at the level of inter-subjective practice transposes the results obtained over 

time in the area of psychological and social consequences and effects. Moreover, such epistemic 

results acquire epistemic validity in the inter-subjective field and space insofar as we can see, from 

our point of view, a series of (affective, cognitive) benefits related to the interpersonalrelationships 

or to the therapeutic relationship between the patient and the physician (analyst). 

 

 

Keywords: self-disclosure, inter-subjectivity theory, inter-subjective field, reciprocity norm 

 

 

Introduction 

The communication understood as a global paradigm of the interpersonal relationships 

(Mucchielli, 2005) places the human being at the level of the discursive understanding. In fact, the 

communication itself means transmitting and expressing a relational-social paradigm. The meaning 

of this term refers to the ontological and etymological dimension of the word cominecare (which 

highlights a religious connotation equivalent to the phrase "to share from") or of the word 

("comunico", "communication" - from Latin), as both the conceptual dimensions highlight at an 

explanatory level expressions such as "to notify", "to be in contact"/"in connection with". Under these 

conditions, to communicate, to share means to convey something about oneself to someone, it means 

to give up a part of one's intimacy for a period of time, it even means to lend someone something of 

one's own person (thoughts, moods, feelings, and so on). 

 

However, to receive communication can stand for receiving what one can call the self-

disclosure from the other and an acceptance of one's own emotional states. The self-disclosure 

understood and explained from the forecasting and anticipation perspective (Baxter, 1990) or the 

perspective of the intentional verbal disclosure (Cozby, 1973), perceptible as a pragmatic model of 
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communication (García-Jiménez, 2014) or relevant technique (Knight, 2009) or seen as an 

attributenecessary to the concept of formal plan in psychiatry (McGahey, Waghom, Lloyd, 

Morrissey, Williams, 2014) transposesat the level of the intersective field a pre-established 

conformity, anchored between potential and cryptic. That is why, whatever form is created, voluntary 

or involuntary (Greenson, 2016), one of its benefits lies in the very relational asymmetry (carefully 

analyzed by SándorFerenczi when proposing to reconsider the countertransference in terms of self-

disclosure from the perspective of the inter-subjective theory) which it should imply in order to 

protect the person whoperforms the self-disclosure and the personwhoperforms the analysis. 

 

 

The self-disclosure and the reciprocity 

Even if the process of self-disclosure itself highlights the potential subsequent nature of the 

social contact with the other (Farber, 2006), one can appreciate the role of the affective dimension in 

the structure of the human personality. Thus, beyond the cathartic function of the transmitter, the self-

disclosure is a process of communication. In terms of relational psychoanalysis one can talk about 

the relationship between analyst and patient.  

 

The dynamics of the social and mental life clearly show that at least one person gains in 

communication. In the case of the self-disclosure, the broadcaster becomes a winner precisely because 

he or she assumes such an attitude. One can even admit that such an attitude also expresses the 

qualitative relational type towards the person to whom it is revealed. 

 

On the other hand, the reorganization of the experience is done by facilitating the 

understanding, as well as by assimilating the inter-subjective space, a state of fact that positions the 

analyst in a beneficial situation to the process of intercommunication with the patient.Moreover, from 

the perspective of the social psychology, the self-disclosure acquires a special character, especially 

in the personal area (Jourard, 1964; Eşi, 2015) or inthe gender differences (Hill, Stull, 1987) or when 

it is extended in the dimension of the interpersonal attractions (Jones, Gordon , 1972). 

At the same time, we specify, in this context that the way in which the self-disclosure and the 

concealment materialize reveals a form of communication confined to the dimension of conviction 

and of persuasion.The issue is how onecan correlate the attitude of the sender, whoperforms the self-

disclosure (the sender) with the attitude of the one who receives the disclosure (the receiver). 

The analysis of self-disclosure from the perspective of the attitude, but also from that of 

opinion, money, taste, interest, work, personality, body (Jourard, Lasakow, 1958) reveals, among 

others, the benefits related to the knowledge of social norms or family or differences between gender 

and race. 

 

The self-disclosure and the interpersonal relationships 

In the process of self-disclosure, trust prevails, and to trust the other means to appreciate the 

type of relationship between the sender and the receiver of the "self-disclosure", sometme with 

humour (Eşi, 2017) 
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And the trust translates very well into this dimension of attitude and interrelationship with the 

other, as well as the amount of information revealed on the basis of reciprocity, also called "dyadic 

effect" (Jourard, 1959). Therefore, the self-disclosure based upon reciprocity highlights a certain way 

of being in relation to the other, through which the emotional state of both is connected by the very 

state of trust. 

 

Trusting someone means appreciating the degree of comfort that exists at the time and after 

the process of the self-disclosure. Moreover, the degree of relational comfort expresses the very 

quality of interpersonal relationships, as well as of the information revealed (Jourard, 1959; Eşi, 

2014).The self-disclosure itselflies precisely in and through this way of participation in a 

communication process, of a social nature. 

 

Thus, the performance of similar behaviors through the "reciprocity norm" (Derlega, Harris, 

Chaikin, 1973), a concept to which Gouldner (1960) devoted a thorough analysis and whose effects 

have been very well summarized by some specialists in the field (Burger ,Horita, Kinoshita, Roberts, 

Vera, 1997; Eşi, 2013), is a quantified form of the process of rendering and transposing information 

by the fact that "self-disclosure generates more self-disclosure" (Boncu, Turliuc, 2016).Therefore, 

such an assumption pragmatically transposes the role that evaluation and description have as forms 

of self-disclosure, from a psychological point of view, in the social plan. 

 

The self-acceptance to express the self-disclosure also implies a state of self-assessment thatis 

done consciously. At the same time, the assessment implicitly involves a process of description in an 

intimate, affective way.Thus, the decrease of mental discomfort becomes more than obvious as the 

negative emotions are replaced by the positive emotions. 

In this way, positive affective states only illustrate a state of well-being for the human being. 

In other words, the transposition into an area of the manifestation of extroverted behavior can be a 

beneficial result of the process of self-disclosure.Such an image illustrates the pragmatic nature of 

the attempt of self-knowledge. 

We can also notice this time the pragmatism of the self-disclosure in the sphere of 

interpersonal relationship psychology, especially if the affective states are of a positive nature. An 

example in this sense can be given by the important role that relational self-disclosure has – different 

from the personal self-disclosure – at the level of communication. 

Although the psychological resistance becomes evident in the case of self-disclosure, the 

relationship of subordination of the second (the self-disclosure) to existing social norms makes a 

relevant contribution in the process of understanding the interpersonal intimacy (Pleşa, 2017). 

Moreover, such an identifiable situational process in the area of comprehensibility of relational 

aspects reveals only the reciprocal relationship between the two actors participating in the act of self-

disclosure. 
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Conclusions 

 

 By summarizing the ideas presented in this paper we can deduce the following: 

 One of the major benefits of the self-disclosure is given by the cathartic function itself which 

expresses people's desire to reveal themselves in times when they do not feel good 

emotionally/mentally; 

 The second benefit, which we can highlight, is that the repression of some frustrations at the 

mental level can be diminished and even removed through the process of self-disclosure; 

 A third benefit is that in the case of the self-disclosure, the interpersonal knowledge acquires 

positive affective valences and the connections between people can coagulate. 
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Abstract 

Contemporary educational science is actively seeking ways in which it is possible for the growing 

personality to consciously absorb basic principles of high morale where national and universal 

human values would be equally combined. The latter serve as guidelines determining the subject of 

interaction between educators and pupils. In this respect, cooperative pedagogy with its methodology 

comes into the picture. It involves mutual respect, equality, sociability – all the attributes of the 

subject-to-subject interaction oriented towards the maximum activity of educators as well as pupils.  

It brings about a change in the traditional approach to essence, methods and forms used in the 

educational process. Its ultimate goal has to consist not only in pupils` understanding of a profound 

meaning hidden in moral values – it is more about moral act commitment through actions, words and 

feelings. Only such an educational strategy leads to the result when pupils embrace social and natural 

environment and become true patriots of their country.  

 

Keywords:moral education;, spiritual education; moral ideal; moral and educational values; 

historical and educational experience. 

 

 

1. Introduction  

The third millennium introduces new demands towards the individual who is a member of society 

and these demands affect his or her moral development. A person’s moral education is the main 

direction of upbringing when the growing personality consciously acquires social values and starts to 
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behave in an appropriate manner.  The content and aim of such education is to be adaptable to the 

norms of the current historical criterion and the current social requirements of society. From this point 

of view, the implementation of moral and spiritual development became a priority in pedagogical and 

educational purposes. 

The attention of the government to the educational needs of youth is one of the fundamental principles 

of state-building. It is a sign of social stability and peace strengthening tolerance and respect among 

members of society. Therefore, one of the key principles in the development and formation of a 

balanced personality of a young citizen who respects the norms of the state and society is moral 

education. 

In a historical context moral education is determined by certain optimal characteristics that allow for 

the most flexible formation of a personality and their value system in accordance with social priorities. 

However, the current state of the educational system carries certain contradictions, caused by the 

ineffectiveness of the present-day structure of moral education.This contradiction exists between: the 

demands of society towards the young individual and the quality of his or her moral education, the 

problem of regional peculiarities and insufficiencies of child and youth education, the existing level 

of moral education and society’s demands towards the morally educated individual. 

 

2. Review of literature 

The investigated problem was in the scope of the famous Ukrainian scholars` scientific interests 

whose scientific papers comprise its theoretical basis, namely V. Sukhomlynskyi (1997), 

G. Vaschenko (1994), I. Bekh (2009), N. Vozniuk (2005), O. Sukhomlynska (2006), etc. Educational 

regional periodicals issued by I. Dobosh (1995) and M. Kuhta (1997) also present considerable 

findings on the problem under examination.  

 

3. Design and methods 

The aim of this paper is to reveal the role of educational periodicals as well as educators, 

priesthood and men of art in youngsters` moral education of that time with regard to social 

changes in today`s society. 

3.1. Methodology 

The main methodological approach underlying accomplishment of the specified aim consists in 

historical and pedagogical phenomenology transformation into a logical meaningful structure. In the 

context of modern systemic outlooks on social or natural objects and processes it gives new insights 

into the concept of "moral education" historical evolution ensuring its analysis not only in statics but 

also at the development level and from the holistic theoretical and methodical perspective that has 

been the subject to adequate elaboration or qualitative changes.  

It is a logical transformation in traditional methodological principles that contributes to the 

determination of the driving force behind historical development and tracing cause and effect 

relationships between this phenomenon and the quality of education acquired in the specific historical 

period.  

Another transformation in historical and pedagogical phenomenology is connected with the idea of 

development that for a long time was not objectified in pedagogy. In this connection moral education 

is treated as the growing personality`s socialization process. The main mechanism of the latter 
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consists in adaptation to particular social situations. From this perspective, the individual acts as a 

passive receiver. This fact is reflected in their view of life, future plans and value systems.  

In general terms, we put emphasis on youngsters` active position as a subject of free and responsible 

subject-to-subject relationships. It serves as a scientific basis for comparison of the national and 

European traditions in moral education.Consequently, we relate spiritual wealth as a motivating factor 

of activity to the nature of the personality acting as an author of their own life trajectories. 

 

4. The results of the research  

There are many theoretical works about moral education - from ancient authors such as Plato, 

Aristotle, Spinoza, pedagogists and philosophers of the past (O. Dukhnovych, 1967;K. Ushinsky, 

1983; S. Rusova, 1929;V. Sukhomlynskyi,1997), as well as modern authors(I. Bekh, 2009;A. Boyko, 

1996;N. Vozniuk,2005; S. Karpenchuk, 1997; O. Sukhomlynska, 2006). According to experts, 

educators and priests played a key role in developing the system of moral education.  

These people organized educational periodicals and as a result made enormous contributions to the 

overall development of education and culture in the late 1920s and 1930s. The representatives of the 

then intelligence, in spite of significant cultural, national, ideological and political differences, 

actively joined the effort to create a united system of pedagogical periodicals. The high social and 

professional status of the representatives of the publishing industry suggests that this set of efforts 

largely contributed to the formation and daily work of the publishing business as a whole, along with 

the pedagogical press. However, it is especially important to emphasize their significant contribution 

towards making a step in the evolution of publishing in general, an important legacy in the national 

pedagogical heritage. 

 

Moral education has served as a pivotal direction in child and youth education making social 

development much more efficient. There have been various factors that affected this process, (social, 

personal, subjective), which helped spread the democratic foundations of humanism. The 

combination of these circumstances directly affected the development of youngsters` personality and 

moral character. This has resulted in the improvement of society as a whole greatly benefiting the 

country. 

 

The current national scientific studies focusing on moral education have shown an insufficient pattern 

of proper approaches and qualifications, due to differences in interpretation of its components, tasks, 

and methodologicalscheme. Therefore, it is important to analyze the theoretical and methodological 

foundations of moral education,while considering contemporary requirements. The pedagogical 

works of authors such as V. Gomonnay (1990), I. Dobosh (1995), M. Kliap (2001),M. Kuhta (1997), 

etc., are important additions to the collection of regional religious periodicals. There is a particular 

disagreement about the interpretation of the concept of moral education. According to the 

interpretation of T. Ponimanska (2004), this form of education is a "purposeful interaction between 

the adult and the child with the intention of forming and assimilating moral awareness and guidelines, 

as well as developing moral intentions and behavioral skills". (Ponimanska,2004, p.185). There is 

another interpretation byN. Volkova (2002) – "as the educational activity of the school, the family, 

the formation of moral consciousness among students, the development of morality, skills, abilities 

and appropriate behavior".(Volkova, 2002, p.78). In both definitions there is an emphasis on the 
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connection of the educator’s age with the educational process, yet the demands of the society are not 

taken into account properly. 

The most renowned definition of the moral education is the one by S. Goncharenko (1997), which 

talks about the "purposeful formation of moral consciousness, the development of habits and skills 

connected to the morality of a certain ideology"(Goncharenko, 1997, p.123). The researcher states 

that"moral educations begins in the family, continues in preschool, school, and later in higher 

education" (Goncharenko, 1997, p.81), essentially continuing over the entire duration of the 

ontogeny. 

 

Moral education involves the moral development of the individual, who serves as an "immanent 

dialectic incipience of specific internal and external contradictions that determine the qualitative 

changes in moral consciousness and behavior", with "objective reasons (macro and micro-social 

environment), defining the morality of the individual who is able to react while breaking his or her 

own subjective determinates."(Vozniuk, 2005). The individual is able to develop themselves in two 

ways: through practical activities aimed at improving the social relations, as well as through self 

education. Both of these processes act in unity and interdependence. 

Ancient western civilization developed two models for approaching education – Spartan and 

Athenian, the first of which emphasized physical education, and the latter accentuated the idea of an 

all-round harmonious development.  In ancient Greece, education focused on dance, gymnastics, 

oratory, art and music evoking competitiveness.  

 

The ideal of beauty, along with a harmonious development of the mind and soul, as well as the idea 

of patriotism, honesty, duty, democracy and humanity, has become the basic pedagogical tradition of 

the Western civilization. It is this very tradition that we follow in education, especially in 

gymnasiums, for example in the Transcarpathian region. In connection with the ideals of Christian 

ethics, humanism, the idea of anthropocentrism is addressed in the theoretical works of 

O. Dukhnovych (1967), A. Voloshyn (1995). It was also cultivated by the media, in particular the 

pedagogical newspaper "Teacher", the magazines "Our native land", "Pottery for Subcarpathian 

children", and "Bdzhilka". 

 

The classical European tradition of moral education affirmed a sense of individuality and creativity, 

strongly tied to an effort to harmonize the relationship a person has with society. The strong link 

between the subject of moral education and society results in its dependence on social norms outlining 

the priorities of a particular social value system respectively. 

In the national system of pedagogy, the system of moral values is categorized into eternal values 

(good, truth, love, honesty, dignity, beauty, wisdom, justice), national values (patriotism, national 

dignity, historical memory, etc.), civil rights (human rights and freedom, duties, law), family values 

(marital fidelity,  child care, respect for the elderly, cherishing the memory of the ancestors), and 

personal values (restraint, politeness, organization and efficiency, self-esteem, self-criticism,self-

demand, the capacity for self-education, interpersonal skills, etc.). 

The most common notions that characterize the morals and behavior of an individual in the 

axiological and deontological aspects, according to N. Vozniuk (2005), are the categories of good 
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and duty. Good expresses morality as a social value, while duty emphasizes an imperative meaning. 

(Vozniuk, 2005).  

Ukrainian scientific research addresses moral education in addition to the task of acquiring a universal 

and national value system the development of human emotions, formation of a belief system, skills 

and habits of moral behavior. These components do not act linearly, but are in a dialectical 

relationship, as the behavior of an individual is largely a manifestation of the person’s effort to master 

the norms of a behavioral system, and through practical activities it is possible to check the 

individual’s level of competence for using specific skills in a particular situation. However, the 

methodical tools for performing the above-mentioned tasks of moral education directly depend on 

social development, social orientation and social requirements. In the process of substantiating the 

theory of education, scientists highlight three main paradigms concerning the social and biological 

determinants of personality formation. The paradigm of social education recognizes society as the 

main influence in the process of influencing a person with an educational purpose. 

 

The biopsychological paradigm emphasizes the importance of the innate qualities of an individual 

when it comes to self-education and upbringing.The paradigm of the harmonious combination of 

biological and social factors in the educational process or the paradigm of harmonizing evolution is 

primarily specific to native education. V. Sukhomlynskyi (1997), in particular, emphasized labor as 

the main factor of moral education, specifying that pedagogy combines 'life wisdom with maternal 

and parental love' (Sukhomlynskyi, 1997). 

 

In the Transcarpathian region, in the pre-Soviet times, there was a third, more traditional paradigm in 

which Dukhnovych (1967) underlined the importance of society("Danauchity / teacher / children of 

Russian songs ... "), as well as the biological qualities of a child ("Like father, like son"), this paradigm 

aligns with the norms of national pedagogy. 

 

Another important role in the development of the study of moral education is played by 

HryhoriyVaschenko (1994) who distinguished the main types of educational ideals in European 

pedagogy during the civilization period. The primary ideals in Europe according to H. Vashchenko 

(1994) have been national (folk) morality and the religious value system of Christianity. He also held 

the opinion that the so called national ideal is the main basis of the pedagogical process, aimed at the 

formation of a person conscious of his or her nationality. The traditional ideal of a person – it’s an 

embroidered shirt, ready to be taken off, while the person still remains true to his or her Ukrainian 

nationality. The ideal of the person is the best thing that has been created by the nation in order to 

understand human nature and its purpose. 

 

The educational ideal is formed by the individual’s family, school, extracurricular activities, 

confessional education that are the so called institutional varieties of moral education. Material and 

spiritual culture (literature, media, theater, art) are the means of moral education. 

 

In interaction with children, during the formation of morality, the conscious use of a particular style 

of communication plays an important role. As such, the authoritarian style of communication of a 

teacher with a child could be characterized by adjectives such as superiority, inferiority, dismissal, as 
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well asthe emotional suppression of the child’s opinion with a demand for discipline and authority. 

This style of interaction predominantly prevailed in the past, for instance in the family, in school, not 

to mention in society in general. 

 

In contrast to the authoritarian approach, the democratic style of communication in pedagogy is 

characterized by collegiality and partnership, recognizing the child’s right to an own opinion, as well 

as pluralism of judgment and allows an individual approach on the basis of freedom of choice. 

The liberal, in other words compliant style of communication promotes the noninterference of the 

teacher in the development of the child, assuming an existential conclusion that a person’s ability to 

promote complete changeis unachievable. 

 

Regarding the question of style, there are a few distinctive methods of moral education – the word 

(conversation, dialogue, lecture, debate, discussion), beliefs, suggestions (command, order, 

guidance), exemplification, pedagogical requirements (direct demand, request, demand-trust, 

demand-approval, advise, hint, demand-distrust, condemnation, demand-threat), public opinion, 

exercise, training, anticipation, creating educational situations, games, competition, promotions, 

punishment, propaganda in the media. According to V. Sukhomlysnkyi (1976), "in the education of a 

personality, one of the leading melodies belongs to self-education, which is based on a sense of self-

esteem, and respect for oneself" (Sukhomlynskyi,1976, p.152). 

It is important to note, that the moral education of a personality is an uneven process, with different 

paces and stages. The first and lowest among these stages is the concept of moral standards, the 

following – the existence of moral feelings and motives of behavior, the third – habits of moral 

behavior, and the fourth – the basics of social competence. 

 

At a tender age, there is a "basic thrust towards the world", achild’s perception of the trustworthiness 

and reliability of adults. With proper education, this perception grows into receptiveness to social 

influences, keenness to accept other people and a general interest in communication. The success of 

this process depends on the harmony of moral consciousness and behavior, which determines, in this 

instance, the role of an adult as a "social leader", a model for imitation, the organizer of social 

experiences. 

 

For the formation of morality, certain conditions must be ensured. The role of a teacher as en example 

to the students is especially significant.  It should stem from a basic respect towards the child’s 

individuality, combined with a reasonable demand towards him or her, humanity and democracy, 

support; the consideration of the age and individual peculiarities of the pupils; systematic and 

sequential education,the unity of the pedagogical requirements of the school, the family and the 

public; nationality; culture and nature compliance; democratization, humanization, and ethnicization 

(Volkova, 2002). 

 

Another important condition is a proper interconnection of the operations of the family and the school, 

which is mentioned in our study.Bearing in mind that the basis of moral action is the ability to act 

purposefully, it brings us to the importance of motivation.  The highest level of motivation – the desire 

to self-improve – encourages self-education beginning with self-awareness and self-esteem. 
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In the work of A. Boyko (1996) "The renewed paradigm of education: the ways of realization", we 

define an educational, subject-subjective, moral-aesthetic relationship between student and teacher. 

In particular, it is noted that the while bearing in mind that the child, the student, the person is the 

subject or the goal of the educational process, there is also an essence of the new paradigm of self-

determination and self-realization of the individual. (Boyko, 1996). 

I. Bekh (2009) in his work "Psychological sources of education", in our opinion, provides the most 

optimal educational model of moral development, based on the contradictions between the external 

and internal world of the individual (Bekh, 2009). 

 

When a teacher introduces a new moral standard, often the pupil tends to doubt this new model, a 

resentment that could develop into anger.The teacher overcomes the pupil's doubts, drawing his 

attention to the qualities that could help him develop within this model.  The pupil, through the actions 

of the teacher, revaluates his or her needs and aspirations, creating an internal prerequisite for change 

and growth. Such an emotional model ensures the development of a stronger internal development. 

Learning to work on oneself is a difficult path in moral education, all proven by the obstacles pupils 

face throughout this journey. 

 

The works of Ukrainian psychologists such as M. Boryshevsky (1997), E. Pomytkin (2005), 

M. Savchyn (2001) and others are as relevant as ever. According to the scientists, moral maturity was 

expressed through the principle of educational coaching (Boryshevsky,1997). The deductive reserves 

of the educational process are strongly connected to its form, the organization of pedagogical 

communication and humanistic subject-subject interaction, with a strong attention to the moral 

content of the educational material. Being limited in their educational subject, teachers do not always 

create an educational environment for the formation of moral norms and values in children and young 

people. The phenomenon of spirituality involves a holistic approach to the formation of morality, 

revealing various individual levels of assimilation of moral norms and values. 

 

Such categories as "higher values", "spiritual personality" and "spiritual world of personality" are 

currently being introduced into educational theory and practice and are based on the philosophy of 

cordocentrism by G. Skovoroda (1994) and P. Yurkevich (1993) that is a theory that involves learning 

through the “heart” – through the pupil’s own emotions and experiences. 

 

The most concentrated embodiment of the rule of law and freedom of the human spirit is the free, 

responsible and conscious choice of moral principles and responsibilities that guide the personality 

in social and spiritual practice. These practices give an opportunity for a deeper understanding of the 

idea of morality. It can be considered in two dimensions - phylogenetic and ontogenetic. In the first 

one – morality appears through the prism of a historical spiritual experience, in the second one – 

through transforming this experience into practice. 

 

In the first approach, the mechanisms of normative regulation of moral behavior of a person are 

historically produced by cultural concepts (moral norms, principles, concepts of good), all of which 

already exist as ideals in the collective consciousness of the community. The second approach 

concentrates on a particular "internal moral law", that corrects the established norms of the society 
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according to certain life situations of the individual, which is essentially the highest form of personal 

freedom and the ability to reach cultural and spiritual heritage, creating a phenomenon of moral 

behavior. 

As long as knowledge is not "passed through the door of their own emotions" Sh. Amonashvili (1988), 

they are alienated from it. As I. Bekh(2014) notes, "spiritualization can only begin when a pupil has 

a cognitive attitude to a particular educational material" (Bekh, 2014). Therefore, spirituality is 

closely linked to personal perception. 

Spirituality is the connection of the individual to a higher spiritual value, which holds a personal 

significance to the individual. (Bekh, 2014). The intellectual – spiritual pedagogy is a requirement of 

our time, and the school system is on the path from an intellectual-moral to an intellectual – spiritual 

pedagogical approach. If a morally conscious person is the final result of moral education, then 

spiritual awareness is the highest quality of a morally conscious individual. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The paper presents a profound overview of the search for effective ways of making the growing 

personality receptive to high moral values from both theoretical and practical (methods and tools) 

perspectives with the reference to the historical domain.  

It is the historical aspect of the research that allows not only consideration and objective assessment 

of the approaches underlying the development of this complex educational field but also the 

opportunity to reveal some inefficient paradigms not contributing to the enhancement of what 

constitutes complicated pedagogic determiners in the system "society-personality". We believe such 

an analysis to be a strong point of the conducted research because this way of scientific text 

structuring may be of use for young scholars and may serve as a model of problem analysis related 

to the humanities.  

Scientific novelty of the research lies in the synthesis of the scientific findings that are characterized 

by a broadside approach to the problem under examination and generalization of the obtained 

theoretical and practical results.  

Matching up the traditional conceptual framework with the modern interpretation of the pedagogic 

terms that include current aspects of scientific discourse clarifying moral issues of individuals` 

spiritual dimension is scientifically justified and is also characterized by some degree of originality.  

There two key educational tendencies that can be clearly seen in youngsters` upbringing. Firstly, in 

terms of pedagogical influence on pupils, it is object-to-subject transformation implying appropriate 

methods that educators have to familiarize themselves with and to master. Secondly, individual moral 

development should be treated from the competency perspective. It will definitely facilitate the 

educational process manageability.   

The paper also presents not only the findings and ideas introduced by the Ukrainian scholars, but also 

by a number of educators, practitioners, priests, men of art. Thus, the article offers a comprehensive 

overview of the vital problem in pedagogy.  
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